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resumen:
HP Labs' COTSon simulator based on AMD's SimNow is a full system simulation infrastructure.
It allows to simulate complete systems ranging from multicore nodes up to full clusters of
multicore nodes with complete network simulation. It is composed of a pluggable
architecture, in which most features can be substituted for your own development, thus
allowing researchers to use it as their simulation platform. There are tons of simulators, why
a new one? COTSon is not just another simulator, it is a simulation infrastructure where you
can plugin your own simulation modules. Our holistic approach simulates the whole system
at once, because we believe that multicore multithreaded architectures of the future can
not be understood without taking into account the whole system, including devices and
the whole operating system. Something similar can be said about disk and network
research. As a design principle, COTSon trades off accuracy for speed and viceversa,
dynamically allowing the researcher to determine the interesting parts of their application,
as well as doing large space explorations at higher speeds. Why use many tools if one
suffices? We hope COTSon becomes the de facto standard simulation infrastructure for
next generation systems simulation, and that is why we are making it freely available under
request. If you belong to any kind of research lab or university and you are interested in
microarchitecture simulation, disk simulation, network simulation or system simulation,
COTSon may be perfect for you. In this talk, we provide a general description of COTSon
and explain the different research challengues and solutions behind the development of
our simulation infrastructure. More information about COTSon can be found at
http://sites.google.com/site/hplabscotson.
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